Timeline of Events
This timeline of events is intended to highlight the scope and complexity of events leading up to and including the civil unrest that followed the arrest and death of Freddie Gray in the spring of 2015. A comprehensive review of communications, personal interviews, media reports, and official documents was completed by the Mayor’s Office of Emergency Management and other city agencies to provide the most accurate accounting of events as they unfolded. It is important to note that this is a summary of activity and not intended to be an account of every single action and occurrence during this time period. This document should be considered a critical element in evaluating any after action analysis of the events contained here within.
Sunday, 26 February 2012

In Sanford, Florida seventeen year old Trayvon Martin is shot by a neighborhood watch volunteer, which garners national attention, sparking protests, debate and a statement from President Obama.

Monday, 19 March 2012

The Department of Justice announces it will investigate the Trayvon Martin shooting.

Saturday, 13 July 2013

A jury finds George Zimmerman not guilty of second-degree murder and manslaughter. Protests are witnessed across the country, which are predominantly peaceful.

Thursday, 17 July 2014

Eric Garner dies in New York City shortly after a police officer subdued him with an apparent chokehold during an arrest.

Friday, 1 August 2014

The New York City medical examiner rules Mr. Garner’s death a homicide, labeling the cause of death as compression of the neck, chest compression and being laid flat on the ground while being restrained by officers.

Saturday, 9 August 2014

Michael Brown, an 18-year-old black teenager, is shot dead by a police officer on a street in Ferguson, Missouri.

Sunday, 10 August 2014

St. Louis County Police conduct a press conference announcing that Michael Brown was shot while reaching for an officer's gun. That night, violence begins with looting at local businesses prompting a heavy response from police in riot gear. Unrest continues into the night, with police using tear gas and rubber bullets against protestors.

Saturday, 16 August 2014

After several nights of protests, police deploy armored vehicles and use various forms of less-lethal force against protestors. Governor Nixon declares a state of emergency and imposes a curfew in Ferguson effective at midnight.

Monday, 18 August 2014

After sustained protests and violence, Governor Nixon deploys the National Guard to Ferguson. Unrest continues overnight and dozens are arrested. The National Guard remains for 3 days.
Monday, 17 November 2014

In advance of the grand jury announcement, Governor Nixon declares a state of emergency due to potential unrest following a decision.

Tuesday, 25 November 2014

Grand jury decides not to indict Officer Darren Wilson, sparking more unrest in Ferguson.

Hundreds of demonstrations occur across the country to show solidarity with protestors in Ferguson, Mo. In Baltimore, large crowds march through the streets in the downtown area; traffic flow is disrupted including President St. access to and from Interstate 83.

Other Baltimore protests include students from local universities marching and disrupting traffic. Numerous protests continue throughout the week and remain peaceful.

Wednesday, 3 December 2014

A grand jury decides not to indict the officer accused in Mr. Garner’s death. Thousands march in New York City to protest police brutality, temporarily shutting down several main thoroughfares.

Saturday, 13 December 2014

As part of a national "Day of Anger," marches are held in cities across the country. A large protest proceeds peacefully through Downtown Baltimore and the area surrounding M&T Bank Stadium where the Army-Navy game was taking place. The protests, which continue into the evening, are managed and protected by a large number of police from multiple jurisdictions. Hundreds of protestors block the intersection of Washington Blvd. and Martin Luther King Blvd. As the Baltimore Police Department (BPD) initiates arrest protocols, protestors remove themselves from the intersection.

Saturday, 20 December 2014

Two New York City police officers are shot and killed by a gunman who ambushed their patrol car in Brooklyn. The accused gunman, who cited the deaths of unarmed black men at the hands of police in social media posts prior to the shootings, kills himself.

Thursday, 12 March 2015

Two police officers in Ferguson are shot during a protest.

Tuesday 17 – Friday 20 March 2015:

Emails sent and forwarded from State’s Attorney’s Crime Strategies Unit to Baltimore Police Department (BPD) Western District (WD) to target narcotics enforcement near W. North Ave. & N. Mount St.

Sunday, 12 April 2015

- **8:39 am**: BPD officers attempt to stop two people including Freddie Gray.
- **8:40 am**: After a pursuit, BPD officers arrest Freddie Gray in the 1700 block of Presbury Street.
• **8:42 am**: BPD officers request Prisoner Transport Van (PTV) to transport Gray to Western District Police Station (WDPS). Gray requests an inhaler from the police.

• **8:46 am**: BPD PTV driver reports that Gray begins acting irate in PTV rear compartment. BPD stops PTV and places Gray in leg iron restraints and loads him back into PTV.

• **8:54 am**: PTV stops at Fremont & Mosher Sts. This is not disclosed & later discovered on private camera footage.

• **8:59 am**: At Druid Hill Ave. & Dauphin St, PTV driver requests an additional BPD unit to respond to PTV’s location to check on Gray in rear compartment.

• **9:00 am (estimated)**: BPD PTV is requested to respond to 1600 West North Avenue to pick up a second detainee. PTV leaves W. North Ave. and drives to WDPS.

• **9:26 am**: Baltimore City Fire Department (BCFD) Emergency Medical Services (EMS) receives a call to respond to the Western District Police Station (WDPS) for an “unconscious male.”

• **9:33 am**: BCFD Medic Unit arrives at the WDPS and transport Freddie Gray to Shock Trauma.

• **10:00 am**: BCFD Medic Unit arrives at Shock Trauma.

**Monday, 13 April 2015**

• **4:30 pm**: BPD holds a news conference to brief the public on the Freddie Gray incident.

**Tuesday, 14 April 2015**

• Freddie Gray undergoes spinal surgery for three broken vertebrae and an injured voice box at Shock Trauma.

**Wednesday 15 – Saturday 18 April 2015**

• Freddie Gray remains in a coma at Shock Trauma.

**Saturday, 18 April 2015**

• Unplanned/spontaneous protests erupt outside the BPD WDPS.

**Sunday, 19 April 2015**

• Freddie Gray dies at Shock Trauma after being in a coma for several days.
• Freddie Gray Family Attorney releases statement that Freddie Gray’s spine was 80% severed.
• Protests resume at the WDPS and throughout the Western District.

**Monday, 20 April 2015**

• **9:00 am**: Protest unfolds at BPD Headquarters and City Hall. Leadership from the Baltimore Chapter of the NAACP and Baltimore City Chapter of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) are in attendance.
9:15 am: The Baltimore Sun reports on charging documents from the Freddie Gray incident, reporting that he was in possession of a knife at the time of arrest and that he was arrested without force or incident.

3:30 pm: Baltimore City Mayor Stephanie Rawlings Blake (The Mayor) and the BPD conduct a joint news conference. At the news conference, BPD reports that Freddie Gray repeatedly asked for medical care and did not receive it during the arrest that preceded his death.

Tuesday, 21 April 2015

11:20 am: BPD identifies six of their officers that have been suspended with pay in connection with the Freddie Gray investigation. They range in age from 25 to 45 and in department experience from three years to eighteen years and include a lieutenant.

4:10 pm: U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) opens a criminal and civil rights investigation into Freddie Gray’s death. The DOJ open an investigation following the request of several members of Maryland’s congressional delegation. DOJ spokeswoman announces that it “has officially opened this matter and is gathering information to determine whether any prosecutable civil rights violations occurred.”

5:30 pm: Protestors turn out for a fourth consecutive day of demonstrations following Mr. Gray’s death, this time gathering at the intersection where Freddie Gray was arrested and marching to the WDPS.

Wednesday, 22 April 2015

3:21 pm: BPD announces that investigators have statements from five of the six officers.

4:30 pm: The Baltimore Police Union (BPU) holds a press conference. The President of BPU draws outrage for comparing Freddie Gray protests to a “lynch mob” for the calling of the immediate jailing of officers.

5:30 pm: Protestors turn out for a fifth consecutive day of protests at the WDPS. Several times during these protests, water bottles and trash are thrown at police.

5:30 pm: Protestors gather in War Memorial Plaza at City Hall.

Thursday, 23 April 2015

The Baltimore City Police Commissioner meets with representatives of several protest groups and Freddie Gray’s family, expressing his sympathy and updating them on the investigation.

Hundreds of protestors gather in the streets at various locations. Two protestors are arrested, but non-violence prevails. Police cancel leave for officers. The Mayor continues to reiterate the necessity for protests to remain peaceful.

Friday, 24 April 2015

A news conference is held at police headquarters and the Police Commissioner provides an update on the investigation, saying that officers violated department policies while Freddie Gray was in their custody. The Commissioner states that police employees failed to get Mr. Gray medical attention in a timely manner multiple times.
Civil rights groups (ACLU & NAACP) call on Governor Hogan to help resolve a fractured relationship between Baltimore residents and BPD.

Governor Hogan announces that he plans to sign legislation that would double how much people injured by police can collect in civil lawsuits.

Saturday, 25 April 2015

- Freddie Gray arrest witness accuses police of intimidation and reports that he captured part of arrest on a cellphone video.
- **10:00 am**: An Incident Command is established in the BPD Watch Center.
- **12:00 pm**: A crowd of protestors begins to assemble at Gilmor Homes eventually growing to over 1,000 individuals.
- **3:59 pm**: Unit 101 advises Incident Command of a protest of 100 people southbound on Fremont Ave. at Riggs Ave. Foxtrot advises of another group headed eastbound on Pratt St. at Paca St.
- **4:06 pm**: Unit 2301 (Stadium Commander) advises Command that the gates to the stadium are closed and he can deploy his interior contingent of officers outside if needed.
- **4:57 pm**: Protest is being held at City Hall with a crowd of several hundred.
- **6:01 pm**: Units at Camden Yards (Camden St. and Eutaw St.) advise Incident Command of a large crowd throwing objects at them. BPD personnel put helmets on.
- **6:03 pm**: Crowd attempts to breach the bike rack perimeter established to protect the stadium.
- **6:24 pm**: Caller into 911 advises her car is surrounded by protestors at Light St. and Pratt St. who have broken her window with a rock and her face is injured.
- **6:28 pm**: Signal 13 is requested by unidentified unit at Howard St. and Camden St.
- **6:28 pm**: BPD Communications Center (KGA) reports a large street fight at Pratt St. and Light St.
- **6:30 pm**: Unit 3405 at Paca St. and Washington St. requests assistance and advises Incident Command of a large group of people looting, assaulting people, and causing property damage to the bars.
- **6:31 pm**: Incident Command advises unit 3405 to get all officers out of the area for their safety and to regroup.
- **6:33 pm**: Unit 7660 requests arrest teams to Howard St. and Camden St.
- **6:33 pm**: KGA reports multiple fights at stadium bars across the street from Camden Yards.
- **6:35 pm**: Foxtrot requests units for a crowd of 100 juveniles on Pratt St. in front of the Convention Center attacking individuals that are walking to the Orioles Game. Units are deployed.
- **6:40 pm**: As the crowd from the stadium bars disperses, a group forms and travels north on Paca St. Random acts of vandalism occur including damaged cars, broken windows, and the looting of a convenience store. BPD units are deployed to the area.
6:45 pm: Crowd at Howard St. and Camden St. begin to damage police vehicles and attempt to light several cars on fire. Police respond to secure the area and make several arrests.

7:05 pm: Orioles game begins at Camden Yards.

8:07 pm: Crowd begins to disperse from Howard St.

8:13 pm: Crowd from Howard St. and Camden St. links up with protestors occupying Pratt St. and Light St.

9:00 pm: Small groups of juveniles remain in the downtown area and begin to head south towards Camden Yards.

9:28 pm: In coordination with Incident Command, Unit 2301, inside Camden Yards, makes the announcement that effective immediately people are not allowed to leave until further notice for their safety. All gates are closed, but not locked.

9:59 pm: All clear is given by unit 2301 to open all gates of the stadium and allow individuals to exit the stadium.

Sunday, 26 April 2015

10:30 am: The Mayor releases a “Call for Peace” press release in conjunction with dozens of local faith based leaders.

2:30 pm: The Mayor meets with BPD and Senior Staff to discuss after-action items related to the prior day and preparations for the upcoming week including the funeral of Freddie Gray, scheduled for Monday. In addition to various intelligence reports indicating possible unrest and protests, messages are detected on social media among city high school students that states “All high schools Monday @ 3 we going to purge. From Mondawmin, to the Ave, back to downtown #Fdl” BPD begins to adjust deployments accordingly.

5:30 pm: The Mayor holds a conference call to community and business leaders to provide information, listen to concerns, and call for peace.

6:30 pm: Wake for Freddie Gray is held at Bethel AME church, 1300 Druid Hill Avenue in West Baltimore.

6:30 pm: The Mayor meets with clergy and community leaders at Bethel AME church.

Monday, 27 April 2015:

8:00 am: Mutual aid law enforcement partners requested by BPD begin to organize at BPD Headquarters. Partner law enforcement agencies include the following jurisdictions: Baltimore County, Anne Arundel County, Prince George’s County, Montgomery County, Maryland State Police (MSP), and the Maryland Transportation Authority Police.

8:25 am: BPD publicly releases information that they have received credible intelligence that members of various gangs have entered into a partnership to “take-out” law enforcement officers. Media is requested to distribute the information to the public and law enforcement nationwide. Officers are put on high alert. The Maryland Coordination and Analysis Center (MCAC) distributes the BPD Intelligence Bulletin statewide.
9:30 am: Final viewing for Freddie Gray begins at New Shiloh Baptist Church (2100 N. Monroe St.).

11:00 am: Funeral Services begin for Freddie Gray at New Shiloh Baptist Church. There is a heavy media presence outside of the funeral. Many local and national outlets are represented with reports that the funeral is attended by over 2,500 people. The Mayor and other elected officials are in attendance.

1:00 pm: BPD and other agencies place additional resources and preposition equipment at several locations throughout the city including: WDPS, Mondawmin (including bus stop/subway terminal, inside and outside the mall area), Orioles Park at Camden Yards, Inner Harbor and Downtown Business District, Digital Harbor High School in Federal Hill, and War Memorial Plaza (including City Hall, BPD Headquarters and Government Office Buildings).

1:18 pm: Additional BPD and mutual aid resources are sent to Mondawmin Mall.

1:45 pm: The funeral service for Freddie Gray concludes without incident after approximately two hours.

1:45 pm: NAACP states that they are opening a satellite office in Freddie Gray’s Sandtown neighborhood.

1:53 pm: Unit 600 takes command of the Mondawmin deployment.

2:00 pm: The University of Maryland in the downtown area shuts down its campus effective at 2:00pm, stating that it has been warned by the BPD that activities in the area may turn violent. University of MD could not identify who at BPD provided them with information recommending the closure of their campus. This was determined to not be a warning given by any member of BPD Command.

2:16 pm: A Signal 13 (officer in need of assistance) is dispatched in the 300 block of S. Monroe St. in the Southwestern District.

2:27 pm: CitiWatch (video surveillance personnel) reports to Incident Command a crowd gathering around the area of the Signal 13.

2:33 pm: Students begin to self-dismiss from Frederick Douglass High School, 2301 Gwynns Falls Pkwy., roughly an hour and a half prior to the end of the school day at 4:00pm. The high school is located directly to the southwest of Mondawmin Mall.

2:35 pm: All BPD districts go into Tactical Alert, only responding to Priority 1 and Priority 2 calls.

2:44 pm: 11 minutes after the walkout begins Unit 600 announces “Mondawmin Mall, helmets on now!”

2:45 pm: A Schools Police officer notifies his communications center that “they’re throwing rocks and bricks” at Mondawmin by the Dunkin Donuts.

2:46 pm: A platoon positioned at Camden Yards is ordered to Mondawmin Mall area.
• **2:46 pm:** Schools Police at Mondawmin report the crowd is students and adults, 90% Douglass High students.

• **2:48 pm:** Schools Police officer requests dispatch to notify the North Western District (NWD) that a large crowd is headed towards the 7-11 on Liberty Heights Ave.

• **2:50 pm:** Foxtrot (BPD Helicopter Unit) reports people running in and out of the 7-11 looting the store.

• **2:52 pm:** After listening to the coordination of ground and air units to facilitate the arrest of a particular person, identified as one of the people causing the most trouble, the Incident Commander orders over the radio for Unit 600 to gather troublemakers and continue to make arrests.

• **2:53 pm:** Schools Police officer in the area reports the crowd has been pushed away from the 7-11, asks the Schools Police representative in the Watch Center if buses in the area have been shut down or re-routed yet.

• **2:55 pm:** The Schools Police representative in the Watch Center reports that MTA is closing the bus loop at Mondawmin; will keep the subway open.

• **3:00 pm:** The Schools Police representative in the Watch Center reports that MTA is now also closing the subway.

• **3:00 pm:** The CVS Pharmacy at 2509 Pennsylvania Ave. and other North Ave. businesses begin to close.

• **3:01pm:** A medic unit is requested for a civilian at the bus stop who has been struck by concrete. The patient is reported as a 36 year old male with a head injury, breathing and conscious.

• **3:02 pm:** The first signs of unrest on North Avenue are experienced when KGA puts out 2 calls for service in the WD for breaking and entering at 1623 W. North Ave. and a larceny in progress at 1611 W. North Ave.

• **3:04 pm:** Foxtrot requests units from the NWD to block traffic on Liberty Heights Ave. and Reisterstown Rd. to keep people away from the mall.

• **3:07pm:** Medic 8 is dispatched to standby at E52 to await a police escort to pick up an injured subject.

• **3:07 pm:** Request is repeated from Schools Police to Incident Command to have MTA divert all bus traffic at Mondawmin representative in the Watch Center advises this should have been done already.

• **3:07 pm:** Operations in the Watch Center requests a bearcat (armored SWAT vehicle) to respond to the top of the bus loop for an officer being assaulted.
3:12 pm: A large crowd at Reisterstown Rd. and Liberty Heights Ave. is reported to be throwing rocks.

3:14 pm: Foxtrot reports a large group breaking up cinder blocks in the alley behind the Midas, getting ready to throw bricks.

3:14 pm: Schools Police officer at Mondawmin requests a medic for a male BPD sergeant with an ankle injury, located inside the hub.

3:41 pm: The crowd at Mondawmin Mall begins to throw bottles, rocks, bricks, and concrete at police officers and journalists.

3:49 pm: A BPD officer is severely injured and needs to be evacuated to a safe location, loaded into the BPD Tactical Response/Rescue Vehicle.

3:50 pm: A BPD officer is reported to have a broken leg and broken arm. Location is unclear.

3:50 pm: Reserve units from all districts are requested to respond to the atrium at BPD headquarters on the City Wide channel.

3:52 pm: Unit B11 advises his window has been damaged while responding to a Signal 13 and he could not get through. Now on 3200 block of Auchentoroly Terrace.

4:00 pm: The Mayor activates the Baltimore City EOC, to be effective at 5:00pm.

4:14 pm: Foxtrot reports the largest crowd is currently at Gwynns Falls Pkwy. and Woodbrook Ave.

4:15 pm: Local and national media report hundreds of youth congregated around the Mondawmin Mall area clashing violently with BPD throwing rocks, bricks, and bottles at police officers.

4:15 pm: The Police Commissioner and Emergency Manager request the postponement of the Orioles game to make available law enforcement resources dedicated to the game.

4:24 pm: BPD unit B31, at Fulton Ave. and Retreat St. reports that his car windows have just been broken out. He is advised by WD Sergeant and Lieutenant to get out of the area.

4:27 pm: Rioters surround several law enforcement vehicles in the 1700 block of North Ave. 1 MTAP cruiser and 1 MTAP van are set on fire and quickly become fully engulfed.

4:27 pm: Watch Center reports to Command that a BPD patrol car is being assaulted on North Ave.

4:27 pm: BPD unit B32 reports he is sheltering for his safety in the Fresh Buy grocery store. The door does not lock. B10 requests an extraction team.

4:33 pm: BPD bearcat extricates officer from the grocery store.

4:44 pm: Individuals break into the CVS Pharmacy at 2509 Pennsylvania Ave., which closed at 3:00 pm, and begin looting the store.
• **4:45 pm**: BPD reports that at least seven officers have been injured. According to BPD Director of Media Relations, one officer is unresponsive and others have broken bones.

• **4:51 pm**: Unit 3 advises from his position in Foxtrot that the Mondawmin area is just about clear; units need to start moving south.

• **4:55 pm**: Police Commissioner requests from the city Emergency Manager an additional 600 mutual aid law enforcement officers, which is forwarded to the Maryland Emergency Management Agency.

• **4:55 pm**: CitiWatch reports several hundred protestors crossing MLK Blvd. at Penn St. traveling southbound.

• **4:59 pm**: BCFD units extinguishing the MTAP vehicle fires in the 1700 block of North Ave. come under attack and request immediate assistance.

• **4:59 pm**: Assistance requested for a crowd of approximately 200 at Franklin St. and Paca St.

• **5:00 pm**: Baltimore City opens the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to support BPD Incident Command.

• **5:00 pm**: The Maryland Emergency Management Agency (MEMA) activates the State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC).

• **5:01 pm**: Unit 100 reports units taking bricks at Paca and Franklin. Help needed, requests a Signal 13. Crowd reported now eastbound on Franklin St. headed towards Eutaw St.

• **5:06 pm**: Frederick Douglass High School reported to be secured.

• **5:09 pm**: Units from Mondawmin begin to deploy downtown.

• **5:10 pm**: Unit 600 is at Monroe St. and Bryant Ave. with a group at the intersection, requesting an arrest team.

• **5:12 pm**: Foxtrot reports a large crowd at Howard St. and Centre St. moving eastbound.

• **5:13 pm**: WD dispatch advises 31 calls pending. Most at Pennsylvania Ave. and North Ave. Unit 10 states they are not responding unless life-threatening.

• **5:13 pm**: Unit 6810 requests additional units at North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave.

• **5:15 pm**: Report of a large group looting in the 2500 block of W. North Ave.

• **5:16 pm**: Unit 2 begins to demobilize at Liberty Heights Ave. and Reisterstown Rd. to begin deploying south.
• 5:17 pm: Foxtrot advising 25 people at Monroe St. and Whittier Ave. 15-20 people at Reisterstown Rd. and Liberty Heights Ave. Hundreds at Pennsylvania Ave. and North Ave. with more people moving downtown.

• 5:18 pm: Unit 103 requests a Signal 13 for 2500 Pennsylvania Ave. and requests additional officers ASAP.

• 5:24 pm: Report of multiple cars burning 2300 block of Anoka Ave. behind the 7-11.

• 5:26 pm: Signal 13 requested at 100 Hopkins Place.

• 5:31 pm: Unit 103 reports help needed, looting, fires, street barricaded on Pennsylvania Ave.

• 6:01 pm: Foxtrot advises Incident Command that people from North Ave. and Retreat St. have moved to North Ave. and Fulton Ave. and are looting the liquor store.

• 6:04 pm: Foxtrot advises Incident Command that the crowd from Retreat St. has moved to North Ave. and Fulton Ave. and is looting all of the stores. Specifically reports that North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave. is all clear except for a small trash can fire in front of the Metro station.

• 6:05 pm: Units from Mondawmin begin to relocate to North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave.

• 6:06 pm: Large crowd reported at Pennsylvania Ave. and Dolphin St.

• 6:07 pm: Arrest wagon requested for Fayette St. and Eutaw St.

• 6:07 pm: Unit 7660 asks Foxtrot to see what is going on behind CVS. Foxtrot advises it looks like they are trying to set a car on fire.

• 6:11 pm: Foxtrot reports crowd destroying cars and setting them on fire at North Ave. and Fulton Ave.

• 6:13 pm: Foxtrot reporting 300 people in the crowd at North Ave. and Fulton Ave. looting stores on both sides of the street.

• 6:17 pm: MTA busses requested to Mondawmin to transport remaining officers to redeploy to North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave.

• 6:18 pm: Arrest wagon requested at Calvert St. and Pratt St.

• 6:18 pm: Baltimore City EOC requests MEMA Regional Liaison Officer to provide the status of area hospitals.

• 6:19 pm: Units beginning to stage at Calhoun St. and Cumberland St.

• 6:19 pm: MD Stadium Authority closes gates to the stadium.

• 6:20 pm: Foxtrot reporting Mondawmin is clear and North Ave. and Fulton Ave. is major area of activity.
• 6:22: Decision to cancel Orioles game is made by the Baltimore Orioles and the Commissioner of Major League Baseball.

• 6:25 pm: Unit advises that the CVS pharmacy at 2509 Pennsylvania Ave. is on fire inside and they are going to start to push the intersection and requests BCFD.

• 6:26 pm: BPD and BCFD commanders in the Watch Center coordinate an approach for incoming fire units to CVS.

• 6:29 pm: BCFD Communications dispatches units for a structure fire on North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave. (CVS Pharmacy).

• 6:29 pm: In addition to the previously requested 600 law enforcement mutual aid officers, the Police Commissioner verbally requests National Guard assistance from the Mayor.

• 6:30 pm: Baltimore City Mayor signs and issues an Executive Order declaring a State of Emergency in Baltimore City via the Emergency Manager.

• 6:31 pm: Foxtrot still advising the need for several platoons to control crowd at North Ave. and Fulton Ave.

• 6:33 pm: Foxtrot reports a crowd of 60 people looting a store at North Ave. and Smallwood St. with 200-300 people still at North Ave. and Fulton Ave.

• 6:34 pm: Arrest made at 1800 Pennsylvania Ave. Units standing by for a PTV.

• 6:35 pm: Operations advises of multiple units staged at Calhoun St. and Cumberland St. available for deployment.

• 6:36 pm: Unit 2 advises of a senior building next to the CVS that may need to be evacuated and to prepare a transport bus.

• 6:38 pm: Foxtrot advises Incident Command that a group of people are attacking a female in the street in front of 1800 N. Fulton Ave.

• 6:39 pm: Foxtrot advises that the female is at Westwood Ave. and Bruce St. with two civilians trying to assist and the crowd chasing after her.

• 6:39 pm: Operations requests a bearcat to respond to North Ave. and Fulton Ave.

• 6:40 pm: Unit 2 requests a bearcat to extract female under attack at Westwood Ave. and Bruce St.

• 6:40 pm: Foxtrot advises female is walking north on Westwood Ave. and the crowd has stopped following her. Female walks to police for assistance.

• 6:41 pm: CitiWatch advising a business owner at North Ave. and Smallwood St. has been attacked by a group of people and are laying in the gutter.
- **6:42 pm**: MOEM requests a Baltimore Gas & Electric (BGE) representative to report to the City EOC.
- **6:43 pm**: CitiWatch advises crowd of 100 people at North Ave. and Smallwood St.
- **6:44 pm**: Unit 2 advises that large crowds outnumber available police resources and the tactic is going to be bearcats extracting injured subjects instead of deploying what platoons they do have available.
- **6:45 pm**: Unit reporting that the windows of the Central District wagon have been damaged.
- **6:46 pm**: Unit 100 requesting for Operations to contact the Baltimore Water Taxi and request them to stop their operations.
- **6:48 pm**: Foxtrot directs bearcat to the injured store owner that was lying in gutter.
- **6:49 pm**: Patient extracted from North Ave. and Smallwood St.
- **6:50 pm**: PTV requested to Fremont Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave. for 2 arrests.
- **6:50 pm**: Unit 4901 advises people are cutting the fire hose at North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave. on the CVS fire.
- **6:50 pm**: Unidentified unit reports a crowd at Arlington Ave. and Pratt St. throwing objects.
- **6:51 pm**: Unidentified unit advises that BCFD stating possibility of collapse related to CVS fire.
- **6:53 pm**: Walgreens Corporate Emergency Management advises Baltimore City EOC that seven Walgreens stores/pharmacies are closed for the evening.
- **7:00 pm**: BCFD begins to coordinate arrival of fire and EMS mutual aid resources from surrounding jurisdictions.
- **7:01 pm**: Maryland Governor signs and issues an Executive Order declaring a State of Emergency and authorizes the mobilization and deployment of the Maryland National Guard (MDNG) to support BPD and MSP in response to the unrest in Baltimore.
- **7:03 pm**: Unit 2 advises BCFD requesting assistance to access a hydrant at Woodbrook Ave. and North Ave.
- **7:04 pm**: Wagon requested at Pennsylvania Ave. and Robert St. to transport 15 arrests.
- **7:04 pm**: Unit 6820 advising fire hose cut at the location of 2400 Woodbrook Ave.
- **7:06 pm**: Foxtrot advises Incident Command that a crowd of 200-300 looting stores at North Ave. and Smallwood St.
• **7:06 pm:** Unit 7904 reporting that a liquor store owner at North Ave. and Fulton Ave. was assaulted and is in “real bad shape” inside the store.

• **7:07 pm:** KGA reports burglary in progress at S. Carey St. and McHenry St. with people trying to break into the T-Mobile Store, units report that windows are damaged.

• **7:07 pm:** Unit 30 requesting a squad to Retreat St. and Pennsylvania Ave. for a crowd forming.

• **7:15 pm:** MEMA increases the SEOC activation to a Level 2.

• **7:17 pm:** The State of Maryland requests the following agencies to deploy a representative to the Baltimore City EOC on N. Calvert St.:
  
  o  Maryland Institute of Emergency Medical Services Systems (MIEMSS)
  o  Maryland Transit Administration
  o  Maryland Department of Justice

• **7:19 pm:** Foxtrot advises Incident Command that bearcat teams have extracted the store owners.

• **7:20 pm:** Unit 2 advises activity has calmed down at North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave. and prepares to redeploy towards the west where all the activity is.

• **7:20 pm:** Unit 2 begins to request relief for officers on the line to use the bathroom and get water.

• **7:23 pm:** Foxtrot advises a group of 70 people approaching Mondawmin Mall from the south at the high school.

• **7:23 pm:** Unit 6B20 advises that the only units remaining at Mondawmin are himself and 3 other officers.

• **7:24 pm:** Officer advises that “the group is about to assault Mondawmin Mall.”

• **7:25 pm:** Unit 8 advises Unit 100 of issues at Mondawmin Mall and requests resources from downtown.

• **7:26 pm:** Operations requests assistance from Foxtrot to direct units in to Mondawmin where they are getting reports of people running into the mall.

• **7:27 pm:** Unit 3 from Foxtrot confirms that crowd had entered the mall.

• **7:27 pm:** Operations requests that all available units identify themselves for redeployment.

• **7:28 pm:** Operations shifts 100 officers from the downtown area to Mondawmin.

• **7:29 pm:** Unit 100 advises Incident Command that there is no activity in the Inner Harbor and that resources there can be redeployed. Command orders all Inner Harbor resources to be transported to Mondawmin.

• **7:30 pm:** Looting at Mondawmin Mall is reported by Foxtrot.
7:32 pm: KGA advises Incident Command that a group of people at the Dollar Store in the North Eastern (NE) District are attacking a female.

7:32 pm: KGA requesting units in the Southern District (SD) for destruction of property in progress at 1000 Cherry Hill Rd. for juveniles damaging car windows.

7:33 pm: Unit 900 advising all SD units not to respond by themselves.

7:33 pm: Unit 8 makes announcement on 11A that Mondawmin Mall operations are moving to this channel and takes priority over Central District operations.

7:36 pm: Operations advises all units responding to Mondawmin to stage at Gwynns Falls Pkwy. and Druid Hill Pkwy. and not to enter the mall. Operations will be on 11A with Unit 8 in command.

7:41 pm: Foxtrot reports vehicles are pulling up to the south side of the mall and being loaded with stolen merchandise. The east side doors are also being used for looting. At least 30 cars are being loaded.

7:42 pm: Operations deploys bearcats to the south side parking lot at Mondawmin Mall.

7:45 pm: MOEM deploys 50 cots from Pimlico to the War Memorial.

7:46 pm: Foxtrot advises Incident Command that individuals have entered the bottom level of the east side of the mall.

7:47 pm: Unit advises that Sheriff is advising the 7-11 at Front St. and Gay St. is being looted. Unit calls on air and advises no such activity.

7:48 pm: Unit advises that LE personnel have entered into Mondawmin Mall by the Dunkin Donuts.

7:48 pm: Operations orders units not to enter from both sides of the mall to prevent cross fire.

7:49 pm: Unit 501 advises that people are throughout the mall.

7:49 pm: Operations (on channel 10A) is reporting a group of ministers trying to calm the crowd down at North Ave. and Pulaski St.

7:50 pm: CD unit requests a 10-16 (backup requested) at 300 W. Lexington St. CitiWatch advises that a group of 20 are breaking into a store and are 3 doors down from the CitiWatch building.

7:55 pm: Flex cuffs and wagons are requested to Mondawmin for multiple arrests.

7:57 pm: 4 wagons requested to Mondawmin Mall for prisoners.

7:58 pm: The Mayor conducts a press conference announcing a State of Emergency, the deployment of additional law enforcement resources, the request to the State for the National Guard, and the request of additional resources from in and around the State. The Mayor also details a citywide curfew beginning
Tuesday (4/28/2015) from 10:00 pm until 05:00 am nightly. It will be in effect for one week with the possibility of extending the curfew if necessary.

- **7:59 pm**: Baltimore City EOC requests a cache of 800 MHz portable radios and batteries from MEMA.
- **8:02 pm**: Unit at 2325 E. Monument St. advises he cannot get out of his car and there is a crowd of 100 people forming at location.
- **8:02 pm**: Foxtrot advises that the south side and east side entrances at Mondawmin Mall have been secured.
- **8:04 pm**: Foxtrot advises a contingency of 50 people with vehicles looting the Ross at Mondawmin.
- **8:04 pm**: Unit 302 advises Unit 300 that a large group is gathering at Patterson Park Ave. and Monument St., unable to give good estimate of crowd because their vehicle got damaged when they tried to approach.
- **8:05 pm**: CitiWatch advises approximately 100 people at Patterson Park Ave. and Monument St. looting a store.
- **8:06 pm**: Eastern District (ED) Unit 302 requests a command post to be established at Wolfe St. and Monument St. Unit 300 advises that is too close to the activity and Unit 302 requests an alternate location.
- **8:06 pm**: Unit 300 advises he is on phone with Watch Center requesting resources.
- **8:06 pm**: Orleans St. and Chester St. is established as the Command Post
- **8:09 pm**: ED Units are advised by Unit 302 that units cannot use Monument St. due to objects being thrown at them.
- **8:11 pm**: CitiWatch advises crowd is at Monument St. and Bradford St. trying to break open an ATM machine.
- **8:11 pm**: ED Charlie 09 advises Unit 300 that he received info that they are looting the Rite Aid at Greenmount St. and North Ave.
- **8:11 pm**: ED Unit 302 advises 300 that the ED needs shields.
- **8:15 pm**: CitiWatch advises people breaking into the DTLR store at Monument St. and Patterson Park Ave.
- **8:16 pm**: BPD reporting that fifteen (15) law enforcement officers have been injured in the City during the riots. Two are hospitalized. BPD also reported that dozens of people have been arrested after looting multiple stores, set cars/other property on fire, and threw bricks and other debris at police.
- **8:20 pm**: Unit 15 advises any units around Lexington Market that people are trying to break into the market.
- **8:20 pm**: SD Units reporting vehicles streaming into 1201 W. Pratt St. (Mt. Clare Shopping Center.)

- **8:22 pm**: ED Unit 300 has officers organized in a line and begins to proceed down Monument St.

- **8:24 pm**: SD Unit 904 requests citywide broadcast that line of cars left Mt. Clare Shopping Center, but are going from shopping center to shopping center.

- **8:24 pm**: SD Unit 900 orders cars to Fort Ave. Shopping center to block the entrance to the lot and advise any shop owners still open to close their businesses. Same tactic is advised to other shopping districts in the Southern.

- **8:26 pm**: Arrest team requested to North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave. with Foxtrot reporting a group of 20 moving north on Monroe St. towards North Ave.

- **8:27 pm**: ED Officers engage crowd at DTLR on Monument St.

- **8:28 pm**: District wagon 9B92 ordered to the 2300 block of Monument St. Code 1.

- **8:28 pm**: SD Unit Baker 22 advises they are ordering the Cross St. Market to close.

- **8:29 pm**: ED Officers engage looters at Rite Aid with Schools Police.

- **8:30 pm**: Group of 50-100 reported at Pratt St. and Carey St.

- **8:30 pm**: About 200 people, mostly men, are marching arm-in-arm through the neighborhoods of the WD calling for calm.

- **8:33 pm**: Unit 104 requests 2 wagons to Monument St. and Patterson Park Ave.

- **8:34 pm**: Unit 5701 advises they are at 2400 Monument St. taking projectiles, requesting assistance.

- **8:34 pm**: Foxtrot advises they are headed to Southwest Shopping Center for a report of 125 juveniles headed that way.

- **8:34 pm**: Units requested to North Ave. and Mount St. for officers getting bottles and rocks thrown at them.

- **8:35 pm**: KGA reporting a break in occurring in the SD at the pharmacy on 1111 Washington Blvd.

- **8:36 pm**: Arrest team requested to North Ave. and Mount St.

- **8:36 pm**: Unit 5701 advises crowd is starting a fire in the street on Monument St.

- **8:37 pm**: Report of a shooting 2738 Pennsylvania Ave. put out by KGA.

- **8:38 pm**: Unit 4140 reports a foot chase and requests a signal 13 at Grant St. and Lombard St.
• **8:38 pm**: ED Unit 5701 requesting additional platoons.

• **8:38 pm**: ED Unit 5701 requesting shields ASAP.

• **8:40 pm**: Foxtrot asks Unit 300 if he is aware of the fire at Gay St. and Federal St.

• **8:41 pm**: Foxtrot advises that the entire building is engulfed.

• **8:41 pm**: Unit 4140 reports 10-32 (sufficient units on scene) for Signal 13 at Grant St. and Lombard St.

• **8:42 pm**: Foxtrot advises KGA to send fire department to Gay St. and Federal St. for a new construction building fully engulfed.

• **8:44 pm**: Unit 2 asks command where resources are needed and is advised the east side.

• **8:45 pm**: KGA advises a vehicle fire at Smallwood St. and North Ave. with an individual trapped inside.

• **8:45 pm**: Motor 1 advises they are on their way to the ED from Camden yards with 2 busses.

• **8:46 pm**: BCFD Communications dispatches units for a structure fire in the 2000 block of Federal St.

• **8:46 pm**: Unit 300 advises to hold the line at 2200 Monument St. until they can get reinforcement and shields.

• **8:46 pm**: CitiWatch advises Incident Command the vehicle fire put out by KGA at 8:45 pm is a house on fire not a vehicle. Fire in the rear of a corner store with 100 people outside of the building.

• **8:47 pm**: Looting reported at the liquor store on the corner of Pratt St. and Carey St.

• **8:48 pm**: ED Unit 302 to KGA reporting a huge crowd approaching North Ave. and Greenmount Ave. and requests CitiWatch assistance.

• **8:49 pm**: Unknown ED Unit advising total of 16 arrests from DTLR.

• **8:50 pm**: Governor Hogan conducts press conference announcing the declaration of a State of Emergency, the deployment of law enforcement resources, the mobilization and deployment of the Maryland National Guard, and the request of additional resources from within and outside of the State.

• **8:52 pm**: The decision to close Baltimore City Public Schools is made.

• **8:52 pm**: Unit 8 redeploy units from downtown (Pratt St. & Calvert St.) to North Ave. and Smallwood St. to assist BCFD on fire, but they don’t have transportation.

• **8:52 pm**: Unit 8 redeploys units from Mondawmin (AA Police Bus) for an urgent call from BCFD for units at Smallwood St. and North Ave. to assist FD resources.
• **8:53 pm:** Backlog of PTV’s reported at Central Booking waiting to process prisoners.

• **8:53 pm:** ED Unit 5701 advises MTA needs to suspend all bus service along the Monument St. corridor because the buses are going to get attacked and he is worried about the safety of all passengers.

• **8:54 pm:** Foxtrot advises Incident Command that BCFD is arriving on scene at Smallwood St. and North Ave. with no law enforcement protection. Looting is occurring across the street, but not attacking the fire hose or threatening fire personnel.

• **8:56 pm:** ED 3C09 requests permission again to release traffic at North Ave. and Howard St. to respond to the East Side.

• **8:57 pm:** SD Unit 908 reporting looters at Patapsco Village Shopping Center.

• **8:58 pm:** KGA requests anyone in area of 3919 Erdman Ave. for reports of large group of juveniles looting in the area. Erdman Shopping center armed security guard on scene in rear on phone with 911.

• **8:59 pm:** CitiWatch advises Unit 200 on 3A that a crowd of 300-400 people trying to get into a check cashing business in the ED. Unit 200 advises they don’t have the resources to confront that group.

• **9:03 pm:** ED unit 4A42 advising large group of juveniles broke into Shoe City at Erdman Shopping center. 5 or 6 still inside of store.

• **9:03 pm:** Baltimore City EOC requests 20 suppression engines and 10 trucks through MEMA.

• **9:04 pm:** Unit 300 requesting officers to assist at scene of fire on Gay St. and Federal St. Only 1 LT on scene.

• **9:04 pm:** Unit 2 transfers command of the North Avenue corridor to Unit 7 and establishes North Ave between Carey St. and Pennsylvania Ave. as the Incident Command Post and advises he is headed back to HQ.

• **9:07 pm:** Baltimore City Department of General Services (DGS) develops a strategic plan for refueling city and mutual aid vehicles.

• **9:10 pm:** City DGS reports that the War Memorial Building will be opened as a rest and rehabilitation area for law enforcement. Access will be on Lexington Street or Fayette Street.

• **9:10 pm:** Units at multiple locations throughout the city begin to request food.

• **9:10 pm:** KGA reporting looting at 5000 Sinclair Ln. (Parkside shopping center).

• **9:11 pm:** Unit 99 advising private security at location has one at gunpoint inside the DTLR at 5126 Sinclair Ln.
9:11 pm: Unit 4520 advises that a bus driver gave them a report of looting inside of H&H Camping Supplies (“H&H”) on Eutaw St. Also advises that store has ballistic vests and a lot of weapons. Unit 8 notes as a priority and advises Unit 100 and 400 requesting report of what units they can break off. Requests at least 2 platoons headed to that location.

9:12 pm: CD unit advises one in custody that jumped out of window in H&H.

9:12 pm: Unit 99 upgrades to two suspects in the ED at gunpoint advising other people approaching 5126 Sinclair Ln.

9:13 pm: Unit 4520 advises they are making entry into H&H.

9:13 pm: ED Unit 5701 requesting mobile field force (MFF) platoons to Madison St. and Patterson Park Ave. with gas to be prepared if they need it.

9:14 pm: Unit 8 advises to slow down and wait until tactical assets are in place to make entry at H&H.

9:15 pm: Unit 8 advises all units to back away from the front of the store and set perimeter. If anyone comes out they can apprehend them.

9:15 pm: Unit 4802 advises of reports of looting at the gas station at North Ave. and Madison St.

9:23 pm: City DGS fueling station will be available for remainder of the evening at 405 Fallsway (Midtown), 4325 York Road, & 4410 Lewin Avenue. City Department of Public Works (DPW) will provided fuel at the Patapsco Station for the southern area on 4/28/2015.

9:23 pm: Baltimore City Public Schools (BCPS) announced that all BCPS schools will be closed on Tuesday, 28 April 2015.

9:24 pm: ED unit 300 prepares to advance on large crowd. The bearcat is identified as the lead vehicle and is prepared with less lethal munitions followed by platoon lines.

9:25 pm: CitiWatch advises crowd at Montford Ave. and Monument St. breaking into a check cashing store.

9:26 pm: Operations requesting at least 2 units to respond to Poplar Grove St. and North Ave. for officers being surrounded requesting a signal 13.

9:29 pm: Bearcat and line begin moving towards crowd at Montford Ave. and Monument St.

9:30 pm: Unit 801 calls command and advises that the SW district is experiencing looting at 3 locations and he doesn’t have enough manpower to secure.
  o North Ave./Poppleton St. (6 arrests)
  o Westside Shopping Center
  o Frederick Ave. and Warwick Ave.
• **9:31 pm:** Platoon sent to North Ave. and Smallwood St. unable to make it due to taking on bottles and rocks.

• **9:32 pm:** County air support advises the crowd on Monument St. is largely dispersed.

• **9:34 pm:** KGA puts out request for units for possibly armed individuals at the city yard (6700 Pulaski Highway trying to steal dirt bikes).

• **9:36 pm:** Command requests county air support to 5600 The Alameda to check on reports of the Alameda shopping center being looted in the NE.

• **9:37 pm:** County Air advising roughly 5 people running around the city yard at 6700 Pulaski Highway.

• **9:40 pm:** Report of alarm going off at Orleans St. and Gay St. with 15 cars behind building and widespread looting.

• **9:43 pm:** Unit 6474 reports looting at Broadway St. and Fleet St. Command advises they have no assets to send to that location and to notify the SE to send some marked cars to that location. Unit 200 advises they have no units available to respond.

• **9:50 pm:** NE District unit Adam 11 responding to 1111 E. 25th St with a citizen advising a tire shop is on fire.

• **9:51 pm:** ED unit 300 requesting BCFD to 2430 Monument St. for house fire.

• **9:51 pm:** Unit 4940 at Colvin St. and Orleans St. with looters in custody requesting additional units.

• **9:58 pm:** Unit 24 advises the Dollar General at 700 Washington Blvd is being looted.

• **10:07 pm:** Additional units requested to Foot Locker on Monument St. for looters in the store.

• **10:10 pm:** Unit 100 requests units to 300 Lexington St. for looters back in shoe city.

• **10:13 pm:** Unit reporting 1301 Laurens St. being looted with owner trapped upstairs.

• **10:14 pm:** Wagon requested for arrest at 300 Lexington St.

• **10:15 pm:** Unit 801 requesting resources at Westside Shopping Center for looting. Operations advises a few other priorities and resources will be cleared up as soon as possible.

• **10:16 pm:** CitiWatch requests ED units to the liquor store at Curley St. and Monument St. for looting.

• **10:21 pm:** Command reports a large fire set in the intersection of North Ave and Fulton Ave. with people walking up and throwing things in the fire to make it bigger.

• **10:26 pm:** Unidentified NE District unit advises a beauty supply store and Forman Mills has been broken into on Belair Rd.
• **10:48 pm**: Unit reporting Mondawmin Mall is secure and company is coordinating to begin boarding up.

• **10:49 pm**: Unit 4940 advises group at Commerce St. and Pratt St. going into construction site and grabbing bricks. Requests additional units.

• **10:50 pm**: Additional food requested to North Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave.

• **10:50 pm**: Unit 4940 requesting a wagon at Commerce St. and Pratt St. for 8 or 9 arrests.

• **10:54 pm**: Foxtrot reports individuals trying to climb the fence at the city yard to steal dirt bikes.

• **11:02 pm**: CSX police advise 25 to 30 protestors with masks in the area of Erdman Ave. and Federal St.

• **11:16 pm**: CitiWatch advises units on North Ave that the bar on the SW corner of Fulton Ave. and North Ave is on fire.

• **11:18 pm**: Unit 7660 advises that BCFD says they are not going to extinguish the car or liquor store that is on fire. Command then consults with Chief in command and advises that if they push and clear the intersection, fire will proceed in and extinguish the fire. The coordination works and BCFD continues to extinguish fires.

• **11:19 pm**: WD unit 1C30 advises that they are breaking into the liquor store at Laurens St. and Division St. Foxtrot confirms 20 people looting the store.

• **11:21 pm**: CitiWatch advising a break-in at a store in the 700 block of Lakewood Ave.

• **11:21 pm**: Medic requested to the ED station for multiple injured officers.

• **11:22 pm**: KGA advises city yard is closed and all medallion tows should be taken to the operator’s lots.

• **11:23 pm**: Unit 9800 reporting to KGA looting at the Family Dollar Store at Harford Rd. and Broadway St. (2000 block Harford Rd).

• **11:25 pm**: Unit 7650 reports 2 buildings on fire at Fulton Ave. and North Ave.

• **11:26 pm**: CitiWatch reports to Incident Command that there is a building on fire in the middle of the 1800 block of Pennsylvania Ave. Unit 100 requests operations to advise BCFD.

• **11:28 pm**: Unit 20 reporting a building on fire at Pennsylvania Ave. and Laurens St.

• **11:33 pm**: Unit requests BCFD for a dwelling fire at 2400 Monument St. (updated to the 2500 block).

• **11:39 pm**: Unit 1510 requests several units to the Rite Aid at MLK Blvd. and Park Avenue for individuals entering the store.
• **11:40 pm:** Baltimore Police Commissioner disclosed during a news conference that MDNG troops have begun taking up positions on the ground in the City.

• **11:47 pm:** Unit 42 requests a wagon to the Rite Aid at MLK Blvd. and Park Ave. for at least 3 under arrest at the Rite Aid.

• **11:53 pm:** Unit 42 advising 20 people in the Rite Aid at MLK Blvd. and Saratoga St.

• **11:58 pm:** Mayor of Baltimore conducts a press conference with members of the City Council, leaders of the faith community, and Freddie Gray’s twin sister Fredericka Gray. She makes a statement again asking citizens to stop the violence and return to peaceful protests.

**Tuesday, 28 April 2015:**

• **12:01 am:** Fire units are dispatched to 2100 Hollins Ferry Rd for several vehicles on fire.

• **12:16 am:** Fire units are dispatched to 1701 Baker St. for fire in a two-story storefront.

• **12:57 am:** Fire units are dispatched to 2401 Biddle St. for heavy fire through the roof of a two-story vacant dwelling.

• **1:04 am:** Fire units are dispatched to W. North Ave. and Smallwood St. for a fire in the first floor of a two-story storefront with apartments above. A civilian is rescued and transported to Shock Trauma.

• **1:34 am:** Fire units are dispatched to 2109 W. Pratt St. for fire on the first and second floors of a three-story storefront.

• **1:38 am:** Fire units are dispatched to the Rite Aid store at W. Saratoga St. and MLK Blvd. Units report heavy fire upon arrival.

• **1:41 am:** Fire units are dispatched to N. Hilton St. and Piedmont Ave. for a three-story store front fully involved.

• **1:49 am:** Fire units are dispatched to 1710 Harman Ave for a fully involved two-story frame dwelling.

• **2:13 am:** Fire units are dispatched to 2413 Frederick Ave for a fire in the GameStop store in the Westside Shopping Center.

• **2:33 am:** Fire units are dispatched to 24th St. and N. Charles St. for fire in the doorway of a four-story brick building.

• **2:53 am:** Two officers at the War Memorial Building for rehabilitation. The number is expected to increase significantly by morning. War Memorial has 50 cots and an additional 250 cots are ready for deployment from the Public Safety Training Facility.

• **3:23 am:** Fire units are dispatched to the intersection of N. Mount St. and Baker St. for fire on the second floor of a two-story dwelling.
• **3:57 am:** Fire units are dispatched to the intersection of 2111 W. Pratt St. for a reported fire in several three-story brick storefronts. Progress is hampered by a wall collapse. Working fire called at 4:15 am. Second alarm called at 4:18 am. Third alarm is called at 4:30 am.

• **4:00 am:** Baltimore City Department of Public Works (DPW) activates its agency Emergency Operations Center to coordinate recovery efforts.

• **5:00 am:** DPW Solid Waste crews initiate cleanup efforts in the damaged areas of the city. A full complement of dump trucks, tow trucks, bobcats, and street sweepers are utilized.

• **5:43 am:** Baltimore City Circuit Court announces that it will be closed on 28 April 2015.

• **8:15 am:** Baltimore Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) mutual aid emergency management planning support personnel arrive at the Baltimore City EOC.

• **9:17 am:** All Baltimore City Health Department (BCHD) building will be closed, except BCHD Headquarters, Eastern Health Clinic, Field Health Services, Animal Control, Office on Aging and Care Services (CARE).

• **10:26 am:** City DGS has completed several building inspections.

• **5:10 pm:** All requests for MDNG tactical deployments will come from Incident Command at BPD Watch Center, to MSP liaison at Watch Center. MSP liaison will notify MJOC for tracking purposes. All parties are in agreement.

• **5:41 pm:** Baltimore City MOEM finalizes the EMAC request for Pennsylvania State Police resources.

• **10:00 pm:** City Curfew is in effect and is being enforced by BPD.

• **11:00 pm:** State EOC requests an update on police and firefighter injuries over the entire incident so far: 20 Police injuries; 2 Firefighter Injuries (related to Firefighting duties)

**Wednesday, 29 April 2015**

• **12:01 am:** Briefing held in the EOC with agency report out.

• One Baltimore campaign enacted for donations and volunteerism from individuals and agencies.

**Thursday, 30 April 2015**

• **8:00 am:** As of 0800, a total of 98 Law Enforcement personnel have been injured. 43 were seen at Mercy Hospital, 13 were put on medical leave, 15 were assigned to light duty, and 15 were released back to full duty.

• **11:00 am:** Police Commissioner announces to the press that the BPD has submitted all evidence to the State’s Attorney’s office. Police reveal that they discovered the van transporting Freddie Gray made one previously unknown stop.
3:00 pm: Report of Anonymous group posting a YouTube video “Operation Baltimore” threat sent to Watch Center.

4:00 pm: EOC Briefing.

5:00 pm: National Guard Posted at key facilities to protect fuel sites and infrastructure.

5:40 pm: Baltimore City’s official website is knocked offline by a denial-of-service attack through a campaign claiming to be affiliated with Anonymous, an international network of activist hackers.

10:00 pm: Curfew begins for third night with relatively little violence. Several arrests made without incident.

Friday, 1 May 2015

10:30 am: Baltimore City State’s Attorney holds press conference regarding the events surrounding Freddie Gray’s death and announces criminal charges against six BPD officers in relation to his death.

1:00 pm: Service to the Baltimore City website is restored.

6:00 pm: MD Department of Corrections activates their EOC.

10:00 pm: Curfew begins with many protestors still on the street. Arrests being made. No violence experienced.

Saturday, 2 May 2015

5:00 am: Reports of 17 arrests overnight for curfew violations.

12:00 pm: Youth meet at Gilmor Homes in Sandtown to march to City Hall.

2:00 pm: National Rally Against Police Brutality at City Hall.

3:30 pm: Emergency Manager and Police Commissioner begin demobilization process.

7:30 pm: Police Commissioner press conference announces continuation of citywide curfew.

8:00 pm: EOC Briefing:
   Demonstrations continue but are largely peaceful.
   EOC scales back to key staffing overnight. Agencies will return at 0900 Sunday.
   EOC demobilization planning begins.

10:00 pm: Curfew enacted with relatively little violence. Several arrests made with few incidents.

Sunday, 3 May 2015

10:35 am: Mayor rescinds the city-wide curfew.
• **12:45 pm:** Governor announces the beginning of withdrawal of the National Guard.

• **5:00 pm:** Baltimore City EOC deactivates.